Lakes of Brightwater
Pool Rules
 The pool is for the use of Lakes of Brightwater residents in good standing with the
Association. There is a limit of two guests per household unless prior arrangements
have been made. A guest is a non-resident of Brightwater.
 Pool tags are required. Residents and guests must sign in upon entering the pool area.
 Children under the age of 10 MUST be accompanied by an adult or responsible person 16
years or older. Proof of age may be required.
 Residents are responsible for their children and guests at all times. Children using
floaties must be within an arm’s reach of their parents at all times.
 Parents will be held totally responsible for any damage or vandalism committed by their
children.
 No glass containers or breakables are allowed in the pool area.
 No alcohol is allowed in the pool area.
 No smoking is permitted in the pool area.
 Children must be completely out of the water during the hourly 10-minute adult swim.
Only persons 18 years of age or older are allowed in the pool at this time.
 Only non-swimming children five years of age or younger may use the wading pool.
 Squirt guns of any type are NOT permitted in the pool area.
 If the pool is crowded, lifeguards will require the removal of flotation devices until the pool
situation improves. Only single-person flotation devices may be used.
 No bicycles, skateboards, roller skates, etc. will be permitted in the pool area. Bicycles
must be put in the bike rack by the Tennis Courts and must not be parked in front of the
Clubhouse.
 No diving in the shallow end of the pool.
 Only one person is allowed on the diving board at a time.
 There is no swimming in the deep end when the diving board is open.
 Children under the age of two must wear rubber pants in the pool and the wading pool.
 Proper swimming attire is required.
 No running, pushing, dunking or roughhousing is permitted.
 Everyone must be considerate with actions, language and electronic devices.
 No playing with the lifeguard equipment. The pump room and guard room are off-limits to
all but the lifeguards.
 Lifeguards may remove anyone from the pool area who is disobeying the rules and/or
endangering the safety of him/herself or any other person.
 Nothing larger than an inflatable beach ball will be allowed in the pool or pool area.
Lifeguards must be able to see the bottom of the pool. If the pool area is crowded,
lifeguards may require the removal of beach balls until the pool is less crowded.
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